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Probus meeting 
April 6, 2022 
Held in person at the Shrine Club and “streamed” via Zoom 
 
Welcome from Marty. Welcome to Howard, the president of the other Probus club in North Bay.  
It is planned that future meetings will not have  hybrid, taking place only in person. 
Today's speaker will be the chief of police, Scott Tod. 
 
Introduction of a new member: Brenda Holbein. 
 
There were no April birthdays acknowledged. 
 
 
Reports: 
Treasurer 
Donald reported that the balance in the bank is $8746.42. 
Some expenses (rent of the building, coffee for the meeting) will be coming out of the account. 
 
Membership  
John reported that there is no change. 
 
Book Club 
Brenda reported that this group continues to meet on Zoom. There are about 6 participants. Each 
person reads what they want and discuss this with the group. This group will continue to meet on zoom. 
 
Choir 
Howard spoke on Belle's behalf relaying that this group is not meeting presently.  
 
Fun with Food 
Ghislaine said that this group has not been meeting because of Covid. Ghislaine asked if members would 
be willing to restart this group now that many Covid restrictions are reduced. There is sufficient interest. 
An email will be sent to all members so that those interested can sign up. 
 
Outdoor group 
Barb reported that this group is now meeting every Thursday. When this group first started they were 
meeting monthly. Different locations are chosen for the weekly activity. Tomorrow (Mar 7th) they will 
meet for a hike in Corbeil. 
 
Slow Pokes 
Helena reported that this group is meeting at Memorial Gardens and walking inside on the flat, dry 
concrete. 
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Walking group 
Bernie reported that this groups walks twice a week, Tuesday and Friday. 
 
Tech club  
The club is not presently meeting. 
 
 
Dick presented a few humorous stories before introducing today's speaker. 
 
 
Chief Scott Tod has over 30 years with the OPP in various leadership roles and many awards for his 
achievements. He joined the North Bay police service six years ago. 
 
He has lived in North Bay for 33 years but did not do police work in North Bay until 6 years ago when he 
joined  the North Bay Police Service. He was sworn in as chief in January 2016. 
 
The NBPS is 140 years old and will soon have almost 200 employees. The motto is "dedicated to service 
and committed to community". 
 
Gradients of engagement of police intervention  put on a pyramid are as follows: 
1.The largest portion on the bottom is community engagement liaison. There is minimal police 
involvement at this stage. 
2.Community safety and consultation involves more police consultations and is an opportunity for 
community to express needs. For example the downtown merchants expressed a need for more police 
visibility downtown and action was taken. 
 3. Next is Community mobilization and engagement. It  progressed when 17 agencies began to get 
together twice a week to provide collaborative plans and followup for individuals and groups. 
The mayor initiated a round table with 65 agencies to look at the social determinants of health and set 
up a plan to deal with these issues. A community hub looked at the problem with the lack of services 
after 4 or on weekends. 
4. Enforcement and crime supervision is the only activity that is totally performed by police. It is the 
smallest portion at the top of the pyramid. Only 72% of calls to the police service are related to crime 
and safety. When a call is related to crime the perpetrator of the crime is usually gone when police 
arrive. 
 
The mobilization table helps to work with homelessness and addiction. Major concerns are housing and 
food. The AIDS Committee took a lead role and helped with services so that the people in the 
encampment would be moving around less and reduce the spread of COVID 19. 
 
Challenges for the officers include: 
 1. Services for those employees (police, paramedics, etc) suffering from PTSD. NBPS now has a Wellness 
Coordinator. 
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 2. Cyber crimes now make-up 50% of global crime. As part of a provincial mandate, 2 investigators have 
been hired. 
3. Changing demands of the job have resulted in less concrete examples of success leading to less job 
satisfaction. 
4. A Policy will be developed to ensure confidentiality when the body worn camera enters daily use. This 
will protect those not involved in the incident and record the behaviour of the officer as well as others. 
5. A new forensic identification program initiated to include 2 new special constables and a partnership 
with OPP for equipment, policy, experience and wisdom. 
 
 
Several community support initiatives were described. 
 
When Scott Tod begins his scheduled retirement at at the end of this year he will have been in service 
for 40 years.  
 
This was followed by Question and answer. Members were curious about recent Ottawa convoy  of 
truckers. North Bay did not send officers as there was concern that the truckers were going to stop in 
North Bay. There was no plan for what officers would be doing if they went to Ottawa and no plan for 
how to pay these officers. 
 
Thank you and pen presentation by Marty. 
 
This was followed by an opportunity to socialize over coffee. 


